
"Radioactive" 

(Imagine Dragons) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ktvTqknDobU 

 
I'm waking up to     1      and dust 

I wipe my     2      and I sweat my rust 
I'm     3     in the chemicals 
I'm breaking in,     4     up 

They're checking out on the     5     bus 
This is it, the apocalypse 

 
I'm waking up, I feel it in my     6  
Love to     7      my systems     8 

Welcome to the new    9     , to the new     9 
Welcome to the new    9     , to the new     9 

Radioactive, radioactive 
Radioactive, radioactive 

 
I raise my     10     , out of my clothes, 

It's a    11     , I suppose 
We'll paint it    12     , to fit right in 

I'm breaking in,     4      up 
They're checking out on the     5      bus 

This is it, the apocalypse 
 

I'm waking up, I feel it in my     6 
Love to     7      my systems     8     

Welcome to the new     9     , to the new     9 
Welcome to the new     9     , to the new     9 

Radioactive, radioactive 
Radioactive, radioactive 

 
All systems go, Sun hasn't     13 

14     in my bones,      15     from inside 
 

I'm waking up, I feel it in my     6 
Love to     7      my systems     8 

Welcome to the new     9     , to the new     9 
Welcome to the new     9     , to the new     9 

Radioactive, radioactive 
Radioactive, radioactive 
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Task 1   Order the following sentences, and write a summary of the video   
              clip. 

 

• bringing a pink teddy bear in a cage. 

• The wicked champion puppet smashes several puppets that challenge 
him. 

• A mysterious woman comes to a sinister puppet fighting ring, 

• beats the champion and disintegrates two gamblers. 

• Some puppets wave Imagine Dragons goodbye,  

• The pink teddy bear makes the evil ringleader fall into the underground 
dungeon. 

• Some gamblers are betting their money on puppets who die to the death. 

• and then they attack the ringleader. 

• The pink teddy bear, which has superpowers,  

• The woman rescues her friends, who are imprisoned in the dungeon. 
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Task 2     Listen to the song and fill in the gaps 

 

Task 3      Grammar: Find… 

1. Three sentences with a present simple verb 

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 

2. Three sentences with a present continuous verb 

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 

3. One sentence with a future verb 

__________________________________________________________ 

4. One sentence with a possessive adjective 

__________________________________________________________ 

5. One phrase or sentence with an adjective 

__________________________________________________________ 

Task 4     Vocabulary: Find… 

1. A colour 

2. A part of the human body 

3. A vehicle 

4. A celestial body 

5. Something made with fabric 
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 

6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 

11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 



 

I'm waking up to ash and dust 
I wipe my brow and I sweat my rust 

I'm breathing in the chemicals 
I'm breaking in, shaping up 

They're checking out on the prison bus 
This is it, the apocalypse 

 
I'm waking up, I feel it in my bones 

Love to make my systems go 
Welcome to the new age, to the new age 
Welcome to the new age, to the new age 

Radioactive, radioactive 
Radioactive, radioactive 

 
I raise my flags, out of my clothes, 

It's a revolution, I suppose 
We'll paint it red, to fit right in 
I'm breaking in, shaping up 

They're checking out on the prison bus 
This is it, the apocalypse 

 
I'm waking up, I feel it in my bones 

Love to make my systems go 
Welcome to the new age, to the new age 
Welcome to the new age, to the new age 

Radioactive, radioactive 
Radioactive, radioactive 

 
All systems go, Sun hasn't died 

Deep in my bones, straight from inside 
 

I'm waking up, I feel it in my bones 
Love to make my systems go 

Welcome to the new age, to the new age 
Welcome to the new age, to the new age 

Radioactive, radioactive 
Radioactive, radioactive 

 
 

 


